
60 Harvist Road, London NW6 6SH
Envisioned for aesthetes, three-bedroom Harvist Road is a flawlessly-realised canvas for modern family living. Dynamic, design-led family life transpires in Harvist Road. Behind a
traditional Victorian façade lies a home of remarkable spatial ingenuity; rooms that are seamlessly interlinked by a refined material palette; and a thoroughly welcoming character.
The entrance hallway is flanked by a panel of Crittall glass -- a welcoming invitation into the home's social heart. Offsetting the bright whitewashed walls, dark wood floors run from
the reception space down to the kitchen. A lustrous marble feature wall spans the length of the living and dining areas; at one end, a television is neatly carved into its design. The
room's refined tonal palette is enhanced by sculptural wall and ceiling lighting -- the brushed gold finishes offering a nod to the Art Deco. Note the home bar which can be
concealed with bi-folding doors. The spacious proportions and contemporary finishes in the skylit kitchen impress at once. A Carrara marble island sits at its centre complete with a
Quooker tap. A chef-grade stainless-steel fridge and Wolf rangemaster oven work in tandem with the rows of muted cabinetry. Expansive Crittall glazing stretches around the rear
extension, onlooking the manicured garden. There seems effortless harmony between the interior and exterior, with the snug television zone subtly mirrored by the patio seating
area outside. Just beyond, the lawn is framed by verdant foliage and olive trees. It's an immaculate setting for alfresco entertaining. The staircase, deftly engineered with storage
cupboards, leads to the first-floors bedrooms. A showpiece of expertly-considered interior design exists in the principal bedroom suite. It's a space that uplifts and soothes, with
light filtered through bay windows. A dedicated dressing space is marked by floor-to-ceiling open wardrobes. The en suite bathroom vaunts an expansive steam shower wrapped in
pale marble. Soundtrack your days with the integrated Sonos system in the ceiling, a feature present throughout the home. Continuing the sophisticated and stylish character, a
guest bedroom and family bathroom are found on this floor. Currently used as a nursery, the top-floor bedroom can be re-imagined as a home office, exercise space or second
guest bedroom.

3 Bedrooms : Bathroom : En Suite Shower Room : Guest WC : Reception Room : Dining Room :
Kitchen : Air Conditioning : Garden : EPC Rating D

£2,750,000 Subject To Contract

Freehold
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Terms and Conditions

Price

£2,750,000 Subject To Contract

Freehold

Tenure

Disclaimer

These particulars have been produced as a general guide for this property only and no other purpose. They are not an offer or
contract. You should not rely on statements in these particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the
property, its condition or its value. Neither any primary agent or joint agent has any authority to make or give any representations or
warranties in relation to the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents
or seller(s).

The photographs show only certain parts of the property as they appeared at the time they were taken. Any areas, measurements and
distances given are approximate only. Any reference to alterations to, or use of, any part of the property does not mean that any
necessary planning, building regulations or other consent has been obtained nor have any services, equipment or facilities been
tested. A buyer should satisfy themselves by inspection or otherwise. The VAT position relating to the property may change without
notice. Please contact us for further information regarding the property redress scheme which we are a member of.




